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I look forward to New Year's because..
On New Year's Eve, my family celebrates by...
New Year's is...
We celebrate New Year's Eve, because...

_______________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________
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New Year’s Day is my favorite or least favorite holiday, because...

_______________________________________________
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Five New Year's resolutions I have this year are...
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Write an acrostic poem using the words HAPPY NEW YEAR.

_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
Write a short story about being the "ball" that drops in Times Square on New Year's Eve.
New Year's Draw & Write Activity

Draw a picture of people shooting off fireworks at midnight to celebrate.
Write 3-5 sentences about watching the fireworks at midnight.
New Year's Draw & Write Activity

Draw a picture of your family celebrating New Year's Eve.
Write 3-5 sentences about what you do as a family on New Year's Eve.

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
New Year's Draw & Write Activity

Draw a picture of something you plan to change in the new year.
Write 3-5 sentences about what you want to change and why.

________________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________________